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Abstract 

This report illustrates how a content marketing agency can leverage its expertise to 

generate passive income and increase awareness to potential clients and companies. 

This report focuses on Forge and Spark Media, a Vancouver-based, remote-first, all-

women content marketing agency, and its initiative to launch a series of online courses 

for its target audience. The report also documents the importance of exploring different 

venues to generate passive income, particularly in a post-pandemic environment where 

digital culture has flourished due to social isolation and a shift to work-from-home mode. 

As of 2023, Forge and Spark Media has launched two courses, “Better Messaging, 

Better Results”, and “Better Online Brand Design”. Specifically, this report documents 

the entire process of launching the courses, notably their Go-to-Market plan, and aims to 

provide recommendations for future courses.  

Keywords: content marketing; online courses; marketing; passive income; Forge

and Spark Media  
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Chapter 1. About Forge and Spark 

In 2021, during my professional placement as part of the Master of Publishing 

program(MPUB), I worked with Forge and Spark, a content marketing agency 

headquartered in Vancouver. This report comprehensively accounts for Forge and 

Spark's foray into online courses. It delves into their go-to-market strategy and insights. 

It also offers crucial recommendations for future courses. 

1.1. What is content marketing? 

In simple words, content marketing is marketing your product or services through 

content for multiple channels. Content can be a long- or short-form piece of writing, or it 

can be visual or audio. Multiple channels mean websites, social media handles, 

podcasts, and email newsletters. 

The Content Marketing Institute, a leading platform, defines content marketing in 

these words: “Content marketing is a strategic marketing approach focused on creating 

and distributing valuable, relevant, and consistent content to attract and retain a clearly 

defined audience — and, ultimately, to drive profitable customer action” (Institute). 

Figure 1. Example of UNHCR Refugee Agency podcast landing page raising awareness 
about plight of refugees through visual content. (Source: UNHCR website) 

Figure has been redacted due to copyright reasons.
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Content marketing differs from conventional marketing in that it focuses on 

providing informative and precise details about the products and how they meet 

consumers’ needs rather than solely promoting the product. While content marketing is 

often regarded as a recent development in the business world, a similar approach has 

existed for creating content.  

As James T. Cole II describes it, 

At one time, content marketing was described as custom 
publishing or sponsored programming. John Deere’s magazine, The 
Furrow, first published in 1895, and the Michelin Travel Guides, launched 
in 1900, are early examples of custom publishing that still build upon and 
enhance the values of their respective brands today. (Cole II 2020) 

 With the growth of the internet, content marketing has expanded from traditional print 

media to include various platforms such as video, audio, blogs, social media, company 

websites, and more.  

1.2.  Why content marketing matters in present time for 
businesses 

Before the emergence of technologies such as smartphones, the options for 

marketing were limited to print, television, and radio. With the widespread adoption of 

smartphones, however, new marketing channels like Facebook and Instagram have 

emerged, changing how businesses market their products. This phenomenon has led to 

users being bombarded with a constant stream of ads daily. The COVID-19 pandemic 

has only exacerbated this situation, as social isolation, and a shift towards working from 

home have increased people's consumption of online information (Branscombe 2020). 

Businesses and brands are fighting for human attention as it is scarce. With 

audiences becoming more intelligent and discerning, businesses must provide more 

valuable, relevant, and consistent content than traditional marketing techniques such as 

commercials and print ads. As audiences are now media literate and can tune out 

conventional advertising, they seek content that satisfies their needs and answers their 

specific questions. Content marketing helps brands cut through the noise and 

abundance of information and deliver their message. 
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1.3. What does Forge and Spark do? 

Forge and Spark Media was founded in November 2012 by Shannon Emmerson, 

who was promoted to VP of Digital Business Development at Canada Wide Media and  

laid off shortly after that. Determined to set her own path rather than relying on an 

employer, Emmerson founded Forge & Spark Media, drawing on her previous 

experience building departments and teams at Electronic Arts and Canada Wide Media. 

She registered Forge and Spark Media as a sole proprietorship and began consulting 

services in communications, content marketing, and copywriting. 

Figure 2. A recent photoshoot of F&S team for website (Source: Forge and Spark Website) 

Forge and Spark’s vision is “to support purpose-driven brands with genuine, effective 

content and social media marketing” (Spark). F&S is committed to putting its values into 

practice, which serve as a guiding force in selecting projects and delivering outstanding 

work and results. Forge and Spark’s values embody creative excellence, firm kindness, 

resourcefulness, collaborative strength, and integrity. These values act as a compass to 

steer them toward the highest level of performance. 

Figure has been redacted due to copyright reasons.
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F&S provides a wide array of content marketing services. It includes content 

marketing, strategy and training, website and social media content, marketing 

campaigns, and special projects. They are further divided into services such as audience 

segments, persona development, social media posts, blog writing, recruiting campaigns, 

and lead generation campaigns.  

Emmerson’s vision for F&S had been to provide practical content. However, their 

work with Genus Capital Management caused F&S to pivot towards a new goal: not only 

delivering excellence in service, but also promoting social, environmental, and economic 

improvements for their team, partners, and community. As a result, F&S now places the 

greatest value in their business on improving the quality of life of its team members 

(Emmerson 2022). 

In 2022 Forge and Spark became B Corp certified (About B Corp Certification). 

Going forward, F&S sees this certification “as a foundation from which to grow and 

evolve, using our business to create positive impact for our team members, our clients, 

our partners, our communities, and the planet, too” (Emmerson 2022). After getting its B-

Corp certification, F&S shifted its focus to serve fellow B Corps, social ventures, non-

profits, charities, and other business leaders who want to do more than make money 

(Emmerson, Founding Forge and Spark story 2023).  

1.4. Forge and Spark’s Portfolio 

Since its establishment, F&S has collaborated with various brands and 

organizations. Though it may not be feasible to showcase all its work in this report, a 

selection of its notable projects is presented below to provide insight into the nature of 

Forge and Spark's work. 

1.4.1. Genus Capital Management social strategy and ongoing 
production 

Genus Capital Management is a B-Corp certified investment management firm 

based in Vancouver. They contacted F&S to develop a social media strategy for their 

new auto-onboarding tool to reach their young, social-media-savvy audience. 
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F&S conducted a series of workshops with Genus to analyze competitors’ 

landscape, current and new products, existing customer profiles, and business goals. 

F&S also examined Genus’ social channels and analytics to develop a comprehensive 

social media strategy.  

The result included two new audience personas, corresponding user paths, and 

channels. This was a part of a social strategy to target new audiences, increase traffic 

and generate conversions. F&S also created a condensed social media handbook as a 

practical playbook for Genus to use with internal content creators and external marketing 

partners. 

Figure 3. Few examples of the work F&S did for Genus Capital (Source: Forge and Spark Website) 

F&S has been actively involved in refreshing Genus' strategy on multiple 

occasions since their initial engagement. They have also launched two campaigns to 

generate leads and continue to deliver "story packages," which are a combination of 

search-optimized blog posts written by journalists to promote Genus' services and 

events. These packages are accompanied by social media content such as posts, 

stories, and reels, and are promoted using paid advertising. 
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1.4.2. YMCA of Metro Vancouver recruitment campaign 

The Metro Vancouver of YMCA initially contacted Forge and Spark in 2020 to 

launch a recruitment campaign for its Kids’ Clubs across Metro Vancouver. However, it 

was paused due to the pandemic. In 2022, it was resumed to engage suitable 

candidates through the YMCA’s social channels and drive them to the landing page on 

its website.  

Figure 4. Social Post highlighting benefits of working at YMCA. (Source: Forge and Spark
  Website) 

Forge and Spark created a landing page featuring information about open 

positions and highlighting the benefits of working in the YMCA’s Kids Club through 

employees’ experiences. They also developed a series of content for the YMCA’s 

social channels and paid posts to direct potential candidates to the YMCA website. 

1.4.3. Amy’s Kitchen employer branding and recruitment campaign 

Amy’s Kitchen is a family-owned meal manufacturing company. They contacted 

F&S to develop recruitment campaigns for all their manufacturing plants to attract local 

talent and tell Amy’s story as an employer.  
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Figure 5. Few examples of the work FS did for the recruitment campaign for Amy's Kitchen
(Source: Forge and Spark website) 

The work conducted by Forge and Spark resulted in a recruitment campaign 

that was both clear and repeatable. This campaign was centered around a resonant 

landing page and organic social content. In addition, the campaign utilized promotion 

via PPC and social ads as well as events. Through this work, Amy's gained a deeper 

understanding of how to engage with candidates regarding recruiting and employer 

branding. Amy's has since adopted the four tailored personas created by Forge and 

Spark for their plants in Santa Rosa, Pocatello, Medford, and San Jose. Additionally, the 

team's simple-to-follow story gathering framework enabled Amy's to easily capture 

moving employee stories with clarity on where and how to share those stories. 
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This chapter briefly introduced the concept and importance of content marketing 

in the present day. It also introduced Forge and Spark, a content marketing agency 

founded by Shannon Emmerson, and highlighted some notable work done by Forge and 

Spark. The next chapter explores F&S’s venture into online courses, a brief introduction 

to online courses, and the benefits and challenges of online courses. 
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Chapter 2. Online Courses and their Significance 

2.1. F&S venture to launch online courses 

In 2021, Shannon Emmerson, the founder and CEO of Forge and Spark, saw an 

opportunity for growth inspired by the pandemic (Emmerson 2023). She wanted to keep 

her agency small but impactful. So, she decided to add online courses to their services. 

Emmerson had two primary goals for introducing online courses into Forge and 

Spark's repertoire. Her primary objective was establishing her company as an industry 

authority and a leading resource for expertise. Emmerson believed that by sharing their 

extensive knowledge through online courses, Forge and Spark could solidify their 

position and become the go-to source of trusted information within their field. 

Emmerson’s other primary goal was centered around the scalability of online 

courses—recognizing the potential for online courses to generate recurring revenue 

streams, which traditional service-based business models often need. By diversifying 

into online courses, she aimed to create a separate division that could help multiply the 

revenue streams of Forge and Spark without requiring a significant expansion of her 

team. This strategic move allowed her existing team to remain focused on delivering 

premium agency services to a select clientele while also exploring new opportunities for 

growth and influence in the digital education landscape. 

2.2. The new ways of doing business and generating 
passive income 

The internet has brought about an impact on our work, communication, and 

access to information. With each passing day, from education to entertainment, the 

internet has opened a world of possibilities, connecting individuals across vast 

distances, empowering knowledge seekers, and providing myriad avenues for leisure 

and recreation.  

The COVID-19 pandemic, however, accelerated and magnified this 

transformation. Lockdown policies, social distancing, and disrupted supply chains 

wreaked havoc on businesses. Every sector and industry had to change their business 
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model to keep up with the new norm. Retailers introduced curbside pickup for online and 

phone orders due to restrictions on customers entering stores. These new measures 

allowed employees to deliver items beyond the store without customer contact, providing 

employment and ensuring that customers received their orders (Morgan 2020). 

Even with all these efforts, only some industries and sectors could not reach the 

revenue level they had before the pandemic. This crisis allowed them to explore or 

develop new products to generate other income streams. For example, before the 

pandemic, Spotify's business model had no apparent drawbacks, as it relied heavily on 

free users who had to endure advertisements. This approach was a promising strategy 

to fuel the company's growth and progress in the long run. However, during the 

pandemic, advertising agencies reduced their budgets, causing a once-profitable source 

of revenue to become a burden. To counteract the decline in income, Spotify wisely 

shifted its focus to generating original content—inspired by Netflix's successful 

approach—by introducing podcasts. These podcasts have experienced a significant 

surge in both their popularity and volume over the past year (Manzoni and Luo 2020). 

The key question for Spotify was how to leverage its existing infrastructure and 

content to generate new revenue streams. By shifting its focus to offering original 

content, Spotify transformed from an intermediary in music delivery to a source of 

original content for its consumers. This strategic pivot has been regarded as a brilliant 

long-term move (Manzoni and Luo 2020). 

The internet also made it possible to introduce online learning, which was already 

gaining traction before the pandemic. However, COVID-19 accelerated its usage. 

Initially, educational institutions utilized online courses, but companies started using 

them during the pandemic for training (Scribani 2020). Over time, businesses and 

content creators recognized online learning’s potential for establishing awareness, 

visibility and generating revenue. 

2.3. What are online courses? 

Online courses are a form of education delivered through the internet. Every 

online course has some structure, such as modules or units, to deliver information in an 
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organized manner. Online courses are divided into four forms: live courses, self-paced 

courses, cohort courses, and drip courses (What is an online course? ).  

In live courses, sessions are taught in real-time, whereas in self-paced courses, 

students work through content at their own pace. Cohort courses take place when 

students collaborate with each other in a specific timeframe. In drip courses, students 

are not given access to full content at once; each module is released weekly. 

Each online course is delivered through a learning management system and 

includes various components to create an engaging learning experience. Thinkific, 

Coursera, and Teachable are examples of learning management systems. These 

components include live online sessions, pre-recorded videos, breakout groups, 

discussion groups, templates, worksheets, discussion boards, and projects. The 

selection of components for online courses is contingent upon the subject matter and 

breadth of the curriculum.  

In summation, online courses are a flexible and convenient way to learn, with 

various forms such as live, self-paced, cohort, and drip courses. Online courses are 

becoming a significant component of the mainstream landscape, with an ever-growing 

number of individuals and organizations electing to utilize this form of learning. 

2.4. Why are businesses creating online courses? 

E-learning, also known as online learning, has experienced a considerable surge

in popularity in the past decade due to the convergence of education and the internet, 

offering individuals a chance to acquire new skills (Scribani 2020). However, since the 

emergence of COVID-19, online learning has become even more essential in people's 

lives.  

The widespread availability of the internet and the shift to remote work due to COVID-19 

have led to rising demand for digital learning to enhance skills. Coursera witnessed a 

significant surge in student registrations, from 21 million in 2016 to 71 million in 2020 

and 92 million in 2021 (Wood 2022). This substantial increase reflects the global 

acceptance of online education, including higher education courses and participation 

from vulnerable or remote communities. 
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Online learning has become a versatile tool not just for the education sector but 

for various industries and businesses as well. Companies are using online learning 

platforms for training their employees as it is flexible, time-saving, and efficient. Passive 

income generation is one aspect of creating online courses for businesses; however, the 

more important goal is to position these businesses as industry experts and raise 

awareness about their services. Creating online courses also helps them build a 

community and foster continuous engagement.  

Online courses continue to benefit learners and course creators; the following are 

a few benefits that online courses offer. 

2.4.1. New markets 

In his 2006 book “The Long Tail,” Chris Anderson observes that the introduction 

of the web and the internet has expanded audiences' scope, resulting in a shift in 

consumption patterns. Anderson says, “Our culture and economy are increasingly 

shifting away from a focus on a relatively small number of hits (mainstream products and 

markets) at the head of the demand curve and moving toward a huge number of niches 

in the tail” (Anderson 2006). 

Anderson suggests that the long tail connects supply with demand, and this 

same principle applies to online learning (Anderson 2006). Due to its flexibility of access, 

online learning can reach a wider audience than in-person. As Wood notes “Enrolment 

numbers more than doubled in 2020 and increased by 32% the following year, peaking 

at 189 million” (Wood 2022). Online learning is an opportunity for course creators to 

generate revenue by creating online courses that cater to diverse learners and connect 

them with the education they seek. 

Online learning has revolutionized education, offering flexibility and convenience. 

Learners can self-pace their studies, access course material as needed, and engage in 

immersive virtual discussions, quizzes, and collaborative activities, fostering a strong 

learning community. 
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2.4.2. Cost effective 

Online learning offers numerous advantages, including cost savings. Anderson 

calls it the democratization of production tools (Anderson 2006). By taking online 

courses, students can avoid commuting and travel expenses, which saves time and 

money. While setting up online courses takes time and effort initially, they are scalable. 

Furthermore, online courses can be easily modified and updated. Platforms such 

as Thinkific make the whole process streamlined and efficient, while other tools, such as 

Canva, can significantly aid in designing the courses' layouts and modules. 

To summarize, businesses are creating online courses due to the numerous 

benefits that e-learning offers. The flexibility of access to a broader audience, 

personalized learning experiences, and cost savings are some of the advantages that 

have contributed to the surge in popularity of online learning. Moreover, the COVID-19 

pandemic has accelerated the adoption of online learning, making it an essential tool for 

education, training, and revenue generation in various industries and businesses.  

2.5. Challenges of online learning 

Online learning has challenges, including the initial cost of setting up online 

courses, which can be significant. However, as economies of scale come into play, 

these costs tend to decrease over time (Appana 2008). Another challenge is the 

technical expertise required to design and set up online courses, which differs from 

traditional instruction. Fortunately, platforms like LearnWorlds and Thinkific have made 

creating, selling, and promoting online courses easier. 
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Figure 6. Learnworld website main page (Source: Learnworld website) 

Another concern related to online learning is the availability of technology, such 

as computers, laptops, and internet access. However, internet users are steadily 

growing. The latest data indicates that there are now more than 5.18 billion individuals 

using the internet, equating to 64.6 percent of the world's population. Analysis reveals 

that 147 million people started to use the internet in the 12 months to April 2023. 

However, delays in the reporting of internet research mean that growth may be 

meaningfully higher than this figure suggests (Kemp). 

Despite its limitations, online learning is a growing industry that is here to stay. 

Both educational institutions and commercial organizations increasingly turn to online 

learning for instruction, training, and revenue. With its flexibility and low cost, online 

courses provide an opportunity to reach new markets and generate revenue.  

2.6. Target audience of online learning 

Online learning’s potential audience is vast and diverse, as anyone with access 

to the internet and a laptop can participate. The broad range of individuals who can 

benefit from online learning includes students, working professionals, entrepreneurs, and 

lifelong learners seeking new skills. The available online courses cover various fields 

and subjects, each with goals and learning objectives, and can be delivered live or 

through pre-recorded sessions. 

Figure has been redacted due to copyright reasons.
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 With such a varied landscape, narrowing down the target audience for online 

courses can be challenging, as the opportunities for learning and growth are endless. 

This diversity makes online learning an attractive option for many people, as they can 

access courses that align with their specific interests and goals, regardless of their 

background or location. 

This chapter highlighted the significance of online courses in today's business 

landscape, accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic. Online courses provide businesses 

with the flexibility and extensive reach to establish themselves as experts, increase 

awareness, and connect with their audience. Despite the challenges of setup costs and 

technical requirements, online courses are an effective tool for achieving these 

objectives. The growing number of internet users and improved platforms address these 

limitations. The diverse target audience, including students, professionals, 

entrepreneurs, and lifelong learners, contributes to the continuous growth of the online 

learning industry. Online courses have become indispensable for modern education, 

business, and revenue generation. The next chapter will shed light on Forge and Spark’s 

courses and the vision behind them. 
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Chapter 3. Forge and Spark Online Courses 

3.1. Vision behind F&S online courses 

In 2021 Shannon Emmerson, founder and CEO of Forge and Spark, suggested 

launching online courses after seeing rapid growth during the pandemic. Emmerson did 

not want to make F&S a big agency, but rather a small but mighty agency that delivers 

premium content and service. (Emmerson, Founding Forge and Spark Story 2023).  

Emmerson’s vision for F&S online courses had two goals. First, to be recognized 

as an industry expert, Forge and Spark needed to teach and leverage their expertise to 

build recognition and authority. Second, Emmerson knew that online courses are 

scalable. She understood the potential of recurring income through online courses 

compared to service businesses. Emmerson hoped that launching a scalable division of 

the business would allow F&S to grow overall revenue without significantly growing the 

team, allowing her existing team to continue to service a small number of clients with 

premium agency services.   

In 2021, Forge and Spark launched their first course, "Better Messaging, Better Results"; 

and were preparing to release their second course, "Better Online Brand Design". The 

reason Emmerson launched “Better Messaging, Better Results” as their first course is 

that Emmerson is the expert on this area and wanted to develop agency’s reputation. 

Likewise, the second course “Better Online Brand Design” created by Lara Kroeker also 

shows her expertise in design.   

Emmerson has set general and specific goals for Forge and Spark courses. Their 

general goal was to expand their audience by cultivating a community of individuals who 

trust and recommend Forge and Spark, potentially converting them into clients for their 

services. For their online courses, they aimed to grow their educational mailing list to 

foster relationships with their audience and establish trust. They also hoped to convert 

this mailing list into clients for their agency services. Ultimately, their objective was to 

generate revenue through course sales (Emmerson, Founding Forge and Spark Story 

2023). 
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3.2. First Course – “Better Messaging, Better Results” 

“Better Messaging, Better Results” is about getting your messaging right for your 

social media. The course introduces the learner to a guideline on creating a messaging 

map that resonates with the key audience at every stage of their journey.  

3.2.1. Goals and objectives of the course 

In 2021, F&S introduced its inaugural course, "Better Messaging, Better Results," 

which aimed to achieve several goals and objectives. Its primary objective was to serve 

as a pilot project, laying the foundation for developing a robust system that could be 

utilized in future courses. Additionally, the course aimed to establish an educational 

stream that could be scaled up and generate revenue. A specific target was set to 

generate a minimum of $7500 to cover costs and concurrently build an email list of 500 

subscribers (Spark, Project Plan: Phase 1 - Better Messaging Online Course Marketing 

Plan 2021). 

3.2.2. Target audience of the course 

Forge and Spark developed three audience personas for their online courses(see 

figure 11). As F&S was venturing for the first time into online education, they started with 

a broad audience as they needed to figure out their primary audience. 

1. Startup Suzie

Suzie, a knowledgeable small business owner, is eager to drive growth in her 

business. Recognizing the significance of content marketing, she understands the need 

to expand her expertise in this area. She aims to acquire valuable insights and apply 

them effectively to scale her business. Operating within a limited budget, Suzie is 

determined to optimize her resources for maximum impact on business growth. 

2. Lovely Lucy

As the goal of F&S is to convert learners into potential clients, Lucy is the main 

target demographic for Forge and Spark services. As a member of a company, she 

benefits from available marketing resources. However, Lucy also recognizes the 

significance of educating the public on crucial topics. With a busy schedule, she often 
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finds herself overwhelmed with numerous responsibilities. Her goal is to have support in 

creating better content that only requires a small amount of her time. F&S aims to 

capture Lucy's attention through their courses, with the aspiration of providing valuable 

knowledge and transforming her into a potential client for their agency services. 

3. Middle Management Mark  

Mark holds a middle management position within a prominent tech company, 

serving in a leadership role that connects the marketing and sales departments. While 

he may possess a limited marketing background, Mark appreciates the significance and 

impact of effective marketing strategies. His overarching goal is to enhance his 

knowledge, constantly upgrade his skills, and cultivate innovative ideas to drive superior 

outcomes within his company. By seeking continuous improvement, Mark aspires to 

contribute to the company's success and achieve better results through his newfound 

expertise. 

3.2.3. Overview of the course  

“Better Messaging, Better Results” was initially launched as a webinar for $47 in 

November 2021 on F&S LinkedIn. Forge and Spark decided on the price after 

consultation with a Thinkific representative who suggested keeping it under $50 to get 

volume. Later, it was released as an on-demand course on Thinkific at $67. The price 

increase covered the cost of course production for F&S. The prices of both courses 

launched so far are minimal, as F&S wants volume and they want the courses to serve 

as thought leadership tools that show Forge and Spark’s expertise and help grow their 

brand awareness, leading to potential clients. “Better Messaging, Better Results” has 

eight chapters and 23 lessons. The course takes approximately 2 hours to complete and 

is available later even when one completes the course. 
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Figure 7. Landing page of “Better Messaging, Better Results course”. (Source: Forge and
  Spark Website) 

1. Orientation: course overview and materials

This chapter introduces Emmerson as the course instructor and outlines the 

course’s core elements: content goals, defining target audiences, building personas, 

and outlining the customer journey. Additionally, it provides downloadable course 

materials, including the Better Messaging worksheet (in PDF and Excel formats) and a 

guideline with 20 questions for persona creation. 

2. Introduction: what is better messaging?

In this chapter, Emmerson defines messaging, highlights the difference between 

good and bad, provides examples of messaging types, and introduces the messaging 

framework and customer journey. 

3. Setting clear and actionable content objectives

This chapter introduces OKR (objectives and key results) and asks learners to fill 

out the Better Messaging worksheet, where they will include their business objectives, 

content objectives, key results (how will you measure success), and audience actions 

(what actions you want your audience to take to achieve your key results).  
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Figure 8. Better Messaging worksheet, which participants fill starting with business 
  objectives, content objectives, key results, and audience actions. (Source: Better
  Messaging, Better Results Course) 

4. Understanding your very human audiences + Developing your first 
persona

This chapter begins with selecting a singular persona or target audience and 

capturing their essential details within the Better Messaging worksheet. The worksheet 

encompasses key parameters such as the persona's name, a comprehensive 

description, pain points, desired gains, and online behavioral patterns. It also introduces 

the “Job to Be Done” framework.  

5. Aligning your offerings and making sure you’re getting something out of 
your messaging, too

This lesson delves into the crucial process of aligning your offerings with the 

specific needs of your audience through effective messaging. Building upon the 

foundation of the Better Messaging worksheet, this lesson takes a step further by guiding 

course participants to craft messaging that relates to the job to be done, pain points, and 

content relevant to their target audience. By doing so, learners can develop a 

comprehensive understanding of tailoring messaging to meet customer needs and drive 

desired outcomes.  

6. Defining your messaging

In this chapter, Emmerson explores mindset quotes for each customer journey 

stage and their role in tailoring messaging. Learners are instructed to complete the next 
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step of the Better Messaging worksheet, focusing on actions, knowledge, and 

perceptions for each stage. 

Figure 9. “Your Messaging Job” worksheet which learners fill out for each stage of
  customer journey. (Source: Better Messaging, Better Result course)  

7. Expressing your messaging through content

Participants create a messaging map for the target audience in this final step, 

incorporating key persona details, mindset, messaging opportunities, stage-specific 

content, and desired actions. Emmerson shares a filled-out example featuring Lucy, 

a 

target audience for Forge and Spark, to assist learners in understanding the process. 
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Figure 10. Filled out Messaging Map as an example to help course participants. (Source:
  Better Messaging, Better Results course) 

8. Conclusions and takeaways

In the final lesson, Emmerson concisely summarizes the course, emphasizing 

essential takeaways: establishing clear business objectives, setting key results, 

comprehending audience pain points and desired gains, and understanding the 

customer journey. She encourages participants to move forward confidently, creating 

compelling content that resonates with their audience. Emmerson congratulates the 

course participants for completing the program and invites them to share their feedback 

through a post-course survey. Lastly, she concludes the course with a call to action, 

inviting learners to sign up for the Forge and Spark newsletter and ensuring continued 

engagement and access to valuable resources. 

3.3. Second Course – “Better Online Brand Design” 

“Better Online Brand Design” is the second course recently launched by Forge 

and Spark. The course instructor is Lara Kroeker, Creative Director at Forge and Spark. 

“Better Online Brand Design” is about creating a visual brand system that can be used 

across multiple channels.  
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3.3.1. Goals and objectives of the course 

The second course’s “Better Online Brand Design” primary goal remains the 

same as the “Better Messaging Better Results” course, which is to develop a scalable, 

ongoing product-based source of revenue for Forge and Spark. This course also aims to 

expand F&S’s audience and identify potential F&S customers interested in services like 

style guide development. Furthermore, the objective is to continue learning for F&S and 

apply the gained knowledge to future courses. From a monetization standpoint, the goal 

is to achieve a minimum revenue of $1000. (Spark, Better Online Brand Design Go-To-

Market Plan 2022 2022) 

3.3.2. Target audience 

Forge and Spark's online courses embody an iterative approach, where they 

continuously learn and apply their insights with each new course they launch. In the 

case of "Better Online Brand Design," they have made specific adjustments to cater to 

their target audience. While the target audience remains the same as the "Better 

Messaging Better Results" course, Forge and Spark emphasized understanding their 

audience's pain points, desired gains, and the tasks they aim to accomplish within online 

brand design. 

In their pursuit of a more tailored experience, Forge and Spark have identified 

three distinct audience segments. The first segment, represented by Paola, a small 

business owner, is their primary target for course sales. The other two segments, Jae, a 

product manager in a tech company, and Lucy, a marketing head in a company, are 

specifically targeted for their style guides. 

By differentiating their audience and fine-tuning their offerings, Forge and Spark 

strive to provide a comprehensive and effective learning experience for participants 

seeking to enhance their skills in online brand design. Through the iterative process of 

learning, adapting, and implementing insights, Forge and Spark ensure that their 

courses deliver maximum value and relevance to their diverse audience. 
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Figure 11. Target Audience for BOBD course. (Source: Better Online Brand Design 
  Go-to-Market Plan 2022)
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3.3.3. Overview of the course 

The promotional price of $29 for “Better Online Brand Design” is an incentive for 

prospective course takers, encouraging them to enroll in the course and consider 

purchasing Forge and Spark’s services. F&S intends to keep this price. “Better Online 

Brand Design” focuses on inviting people and showing what F&S can do. Through this 

course, F&S intends to sell “Done for You” style guides to brands and businesses. The 

course is structured into five comprehensive modules comprising 22 chapters. The 

course lasts approximately 60 minutes, ensuring a concise yet informative learning 

experience. 

Figure 12. Landing page of Better Online Brand Design. (Source: Forge and Spark Website) 

1. Orientation: course overview and material

In this chapter, participants will find a brief introductory video featuring Kroeker, 

where she acquaints herself and provides an overview of the course modules. 

Furthermore, participants must create an account on Canva, an essential step in the 

course. Kroeker also introduces the style guide workbook, an invaluable resource that 

participants can incorporate into their Canva account. This workbook will guide them in 

crafting their unique brand style guide as they progress through the course. 

2. What is a visual strategy, and can it help my brand?

This lesson provides an in-depth examination of visual strategy and how the 

purpose and goals of a business guide it. Kroeker expertly explores the methods for 

effectively communicating a brand's mission, core values, and visual personality through 
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visual strategy. Additionally, the lesson highlights the significant benefits that visual 

strategy offers, including visual consistency, efficiency, and scalability, all of which play a 

pivotal role in driving the success of businesses. 

3. Mission, values, tone, and style

In this lesson, Kroeker explores brand strategy in-depth, focusing on key 

elements such as brand mission, core values, and visual personality. She also shares a 

helpful resource, "A Fast Track Guide to Defining Your Brand Mission, Core Values, and 

Visual Personality" to assist course participants. Additionally, Kroeker provides examples 

of style guides to give learners a clear idea of how they can be applied. In this chapter, 

participants will also fill out the style guide workbook. 

Figure 13. An example of a style guide used in Better Online Brand to help participants
  understand the style guide. (Source: Better Online Brand Design course) 

4. Evaluate the health of your visual branding

In this module, Kroeker begins by conducting a brand audit, encouraging 

participants to complete the brand assets section of the style guide workbook. This 

exercise lets them understand the brand identity's strengths and weaknesses. 

Participants can pinpoint areas requiring updates or new elements to ensure consistency 

by engaging in this activity. Kroeker also provides a valuable resource, "8 Beautiful 

Brand Design Style Guidebook," which provides inspiration for learners. 
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5. Clear and actionable brand elements

In this chapter, Kroeker deeply explains brand elements such as logos, color 

palettes, typography, illustrations, iconography, photography, patterns, and textures. She 

explains each element with samples and provides additional resources for participants. 

Figure 14. Slide from Better Online Brand Design course about typography and resources.
  (Source: Better Online Brand Design course) 

6. Using your style guide with your team

In this last module, Kroeker shares best practices for organizing and sharing 

visual style guides with internal and external stakeholders. She also introduces the 

concept of creating templates. As with other modules, this chapter shares ready-to-use 

template resources.  

7. Conclusion and Takeaways

Ultimately, Kroeker congratulates everyone for completing “Better Online Brand 

Design” and encourages the participants to reach out to Forge and Spark for further 

support related to content marketing, social media marketing, or visual branding. 

This chapter comprehensively described the courses launched by Forge and Spark: 

"Better Messaging, Better Results" and "Better Online Brand Design." It delved into the 

details of the course modules and resources. The upcoming chapter will outline Forge 

and Spark's go-to-market plan, showcasing their strategic efforts to market these 

courses effectively. 
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Chapter 4. Go-To-Market Plan for Online Courses 

4.1. Go-to-Market Plan for “Better Messaging Better 
Results” course 

The preceding chapter provided a detailed exposition of the “Better Messaging, 

Better Results” and “Better Online Brand Design” courses offered by Forge and Spark, 

offering an in-depth insight into their respective modules, and accompanying resources. 

This upcoming chapter shifts focus to Forge and Spark's strategic initiatives for 

effectively bringing these courses to market. It outlines the concerted efforts and tactics 

employed to promote and position the courses as they go live. 

4.1.1. Live webinar 

F&S launched its first “Better Messaging Better Results” course as a 60-minute 

live webinar with Emmerson. The course is priced at $67; however, for the webinar, F&S 

offered the promotional price of $47 with a promo code of SparkFriends to get $20 off. 

The webinar was promoted through the F&S newsletter and social media. 

Figure 15. Facebook post created for the Better Messaging webinar. (Source: Forge and 
  Spark’s Facebook account) 
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4.1.2. Email marketing  

Forge and Spark adopted a strategic approach to create a sales funnel for 

promoting their "Better Messaging Better Results" course. The first step was crafting a 

compelling blog post, "Better Audience Personas = Better Marketing Messaging = Better 

Business Results" Figure 16 that would resonate with their target audience and pique 

their interest in the course. This blog post was the entry point for potential participants 

into the sales funnel. Once individuals signed up for the lead magnet, they entered a 

nurturing journey facilitated by Forge and Spark. This nurturing journey involved a series 

of well-crafted follow-up emails strategically designed to guide and encourage 

participants to enroll in the "Better Messaging Better Results" course. 

The first email with the subject "20 Essential Persona Questions" Figure 17 was sent 

after participants signed up, introduced Forge and Spark, and delivered the lead magnet. 

It also encouraged participants to sign up for the Better Messaging course. The first 

follow-up email with the subject "Who Are My Customer Personas?", sent after a day, 

highlights the pain points of target audience Lucy, and offers the course as a solution.  

The second follow-up email, "Which Persona Will Help Me Hit My Business Goals?", 

sent after two days, introduced the concept of personas for business goals with a call to 

action to sign up for the Better Messaging course. The third follow-up email, "Messaging 

That Stops the Scroll," sent after a waiting period of two days, highlighted the short and 

long-term benefits of the course. The final email with the subject line, "Write the Right 

Way, Every Time," sent at the end of the nurturing journey, aimed to create a sense of 

urgency to encourage course sign-up.  

By employing this strategic approach, Forge and Spark created an effective sales 

funnel that captured the attention of their target audience, nurtured their interest, and led 

them towards conversion, ultimately boosting enrollment in their "Better Messaging 

Better Results" course. 
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Figure 16. Blog Post with lead magnet “20 Best Questions for Better Customer Personas”
  created to promote the Better Messaging course. (Source: Forge and Spark
  Website) 

Figure 17. First email titled “20 Essential Personas Questions” delivering the lead magnet
  when you sign up for the lead magnet. (Source: Forge and Spark) 
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4.1.3. Forge and Spark newsletter 

Forge and Spark implemented an effective promotional strategy for their course 

by leveraging their F&S newsletters. They offered a valuable incentive to their newsletter 

subscribers by providing a promo code that granted them free access to the course 

Figure 18. This unique opportunity allowed subscribers to benefit from the course's 

content without any cost, motivating them to engage with the material and experience its 

value firsthand. By utilizing their newsletters as a platform for exclusive offers, Forge and 

Spark engaged their audience, fostered loyalty among subscribers, and expanded the 

reach of their course promotion. 

Figure 18. F&S newsletter promoting the course. (Source: Forge and Spark newsletter)
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4.1.4. Social media 

Forge and Spark employed a multi-faceted marketing strategy to promote their 

course offerings. While email marketing primarily aimed to drive course sales, social 

media channels such as Facebook and Instagram Figure 19 were key platforms to raise 

awareness about Forge and Spark's courses. 

By combining the power of email marketing for conversion and social media 

marketing for creating awareness, Forge and Spark maximized their reach, attracted 

new learners, and ensured a comprehensive marketing approach for their course 

promotion. 

Figure 19. Instagram post promoting “Better Messaging Better Results” course. (Source:
  Forge and Spark Instagram Page) 

4.2. Go-to-Market Plan for “Better Online Brand Design” 

4.2.1. Email marketing 

Following a previous tactic, Forge and Spark created a funnel to nurture their 

audience. Forge and Spark created two informative blog posts with different lead 

magnets designed to captivate and entice potential participants. 

The first blog post created for the course was titled "Why Your Brand Needs a 

Visual Style Guide for Online Content", Figure 20 with a lead magnet offering "8 

Beautiful Brand Design Style Examples" Figure 21. Upon signing up, readers received 
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an email from Kroeker, sharing the lead magnet and encouraging them to enroll in the 

course. The second blog post, "The Fast-track Guide to Defining Your Brand mission, 

Core values, and Visual style" Figure 22,shared a downloadable worksheet as a lead 

magnet.  

One significant difference between “Better Messaging Better Results ” and 

“Better Online Brand Design” is that for BOBD, Forge and Spark used their social media 

more frequently to maximize their visibility and reach. They strategically promoted the 

blog posts through these platforms, directing their audience to the course landing page 

on their website. 

Figure 20. Blog post “Why Your Brand Needs a Visual Style Guide for Online Content” with 
  lead magnet “8 Beautiful Brand Design Style Examples” and call to action to sign
  up for the BOBD course. (Source: Forge and Spark website) 
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Figure 21. Email when you sign up for the lead magnet “8 Beautiful Brand Design Style 
  Examples”. (Source: Forge and Spark) 
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Figure 22. Blog post “A Fast-track Guide to Defining Your Brand mission, Core values, &
  Visual personality” sharing downloadable worksheet and promoting BOBD course
  sign up. (Source: Forge and Spark website) 
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4.2.2. Social media 

For BOBD, Forge and Spark paid particular attention to social media and created an 

extensive content batch (story package, a term used by F&S) to support and promote 

the course. The social posts were marketed on their Instagram Figure 23 and Figure 24, 

Facebook, and LinkedIn accounts. Some posts were also paid ads Figure 27. Forge and 

Spark also created captivating reels Figure 25 and Figure 26 for BOBD course to 

capture audience attention.  

Figure 23. Pre-Launch teaser post for BOBD course (Source: Forge and Spark Instagram Page) 
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Figure 24. Social post for BOBD course highlighting features of the course. (Source:
  Forge and Spark Instagram Page) 

Figure 25. Reel created to introduce Kroeker, course instructor for “Better Online Brand
  Design”. (Source: Forge and Spark Instagram page) 

Figure 26. Reel created for BOBD course. (Source: Forge and Spark Instagram page.) 
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Figure 27. On left Instagram ad. On right Facebook ad (Source: Forge and Spark Instagam and
  Facebook account) 

4.2.3. Forge and Spark newsletter 

Forge and Spark seized the opportunity to reach a wider audience by leveraging 

F&S newsletters Figure 28 to promote their course. Recognizing the enduring 

effectiveness of newsletters as a valuable marketing tool, Forge and Spark have made a 

commitment to consistently utilize this channel for the promotion of their forthcoming 

courses. 
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Figure 28. Recent FS newsletter promoting BOBD course. (Source: Forge and Spark) 

To recap, Forge and Spark did a much more effective, diversified, and tailored marketing 

strategy for “Better Online Brand Design” than their first course, “Better Messaging, 

Better Results”. This concept stems from the fact that the online course process is 

iterative. With every new course launched, they are getting better at gauging their 

audience and tailoring their go-to-market plan accordingly. 

This chapter highlighted the Go-to-Market plans for Forge and Spark's online 

courses, providing insights into their strategies for promoting the "Better Messaging 

Better Results" and "Better Online Brand Design" courses. The chapter explored various 

tactics, such as live webinars, email marketing, social media promotions, and 

newsletters, showcasing Forge and Spark's adaptability and growth in reaching their 

target audience. By refining their approaches and tailoring their strategies, they have 

established a strong foundation for success in the online education landscape. The next 

chapter features some recommendations for their online courses.  
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Chapter 5. Forging Ahead  

5.1. Insights and lessons from Forge and Spark’s course 
launch  

In launching online courses at Forge and Spark, Emmerson has gleaned 

valuable insights that have significantly shaped their approach and yielded promising 

results. On a more specific level, with "Better Messaging, Better Results" F&S did not 

reach their sales goals for the course. However, they did see several leads, which led to 

service sales due to promoting and talking about the course, which allowed them to 

recoup their initial investment.  

For "Better Online Brand Design", F&S lowered their sales goals -- in line with 

their learning -- and are treating the marketing much more as a way of sharing our 

thought leadership on visual content development and developing awareness that they 

are good at that work than about generating course sales. Anecdotally, F&S has noticed 

that in their sales calls with potential clients, many more people are asking about Style 

Guides and Visual Design Systems, indicating that they're seeing their advertising and 

content about the BOBD course. 

On a more general level, two key lessons have emerged from this endeavor. 

First and foremost, Emmerson has recognized that developing online courses is time-

consuming and challenging. It presented a significant learning curve, even for someone 

with a teaching and adjunct professorship background. Designing an online course 

necessitates a unique skill set. Additionally, as a content marketing agency, marketing a 

course differs significantly from promoting a business or product. This educational 

journey has enriched their knowledge and capabilities. 

Secondly, while they have yet to witness an immediate influx of 'passive income' 

from selling these courses, a different, equally valuable trend has emerged. Their course 

offerings have become potent marketing tools, showcasing their expertise in critical 

areas, such as messaging and visual content. This strategic positioning has attracted 

promising leads and, in some cases, new clients. Witnessing the impact of positioning 

themselves as experts in these domains is reassuring. 
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Furthermore, launching a course is just the beginning. It's essential to maintain 

its relevance and continually market it. For example, Emmerson is currently refreshing 

the "Better Messaging, Better Results" course while working on a book titled "Content 

with Purpose: Marketing and Messaging for Real People." The synergy between the 

course and the book presents an opportunity to cross-promote and reinforce the 

knowledge they offer. F&S is excited about this journey and its potential for their 

educational offerings and agency.  

5.2. Key recommendations 

In a rapidly evolving digital landscape, online learning is subject to change. As 

the dynamics of this field continue to transform, an ongoing imperative arises to enhance 

existing processes. This chapter delves into several key recommendations to empower 

Forge and Spark to expand their reach and better connect with a broader audience 

through their online course offerings. By implementing these suggestions, Forge and 

Spark can embrace the ever-changing nature of online education and position 

themselves for continued growth and success. 

5.2.1. Prioritizing the needs of learners  

Undoubtedly, Forge and Spark have demonstrated their prowess in crafting 

compelling content. However, when it comes to online courses, it is crucial to address 

prospective learners' immediate needs and expectations within the first few seconds. 

Therefore, a key recommendation is to prioritize and prominently feature the benefits 

and learning outcomes of the course on the landing page. By bringing this essential 

information to the forefront, Forge and Spark can effectively cater to the desires of their 

audience and ensure a more engaging and informative initial experience for potential 

learners. 
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Figure 29. Landing page of BOBD. Recommendation to bring key takeaways to the top of
  landing page. (Source: Forge and Spark website) 

Figure 30. An example of showing how course modules is shown on top of the page. (Source:
  Alison website) 

5.2.2. Expanding reach through partnerships 

A partnership between Forge and Spark and Simon Fraser University's 

publishing department (MPUB) can benefit both parties significantly. By collaborating, 

Forge and Spark can reach a relevant audience of MPUB students who can benefit from 

their online courses. It is worth noting that Emmerson, the founder of Forge and Spark, 

has prior experience teaching in the MPUB program, which adds credibility to the 
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partnership. The courses offered by Forge and Spark can serve as valuable resources 

for MPUB students, complementing their curriculum and enhancing their skills. 

Moreover, this partnership opens other opportunities for collaboration within SFU, 

such as offering these courses as micro-credentials for alumni. By exploring these 

avenues, Forge and Spark can explore joint initiatives and offer certification or 

accreditation for completing their courses. This type of collaboration strengthens the ties 

between the academic institution and the online platform, benefiting both parties and 

expanding their reach. 

5.2.3. Enhancing online course promotion through video testimonials  

Harnessing testimonials' power can significantly enhance online courses' 

marketing strategy, instilling trust, and credibility. While the F&S website currently 

features text-based testimonials from previous course takers, it is worth considering the 

impact of video testimonials, especially in social media marketing, where videos are 

paramount for driving reach and engagement. By incorporating video testimonials, Forge 

and Spark can effectively capture the attention of potential learners, presenting them 

with authentic experiences and compelling narratives that resonate on a deeper level. 

This dynamic approach to showcasing the success stories and positive feedback of 

course-takers can amplify promotional efforts, garnering greater interest and boosting 

enrollment for Forge and Spark's online courses. 

5.2.4. Exploring subscription models  

Forge and Spark can significantly enhance their online learning strategy by 

implementing a subscription model that grants participants access to all their courses. 

By using a subscription, learners can enjoy a comprehensive and continuous learning 

experience, exploring various topics and skills covered in various courses. This 

approach adds value for participants, providing a cost-effective way to access multiple 

courses, fostering a sense of community and loyalty, and encouraging ongoing 

engagement and commitment to their learning journey. The subscription model presents 

an opportunity for Forge and Spark to build a sustainable revenue stream, which can be 

reinvested into course development, ensuring continuous improvement and innovation. 

Furthermore, gathering valuable data and insights from subscribers enables 
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personalized recommendations and targeted marketing, refining course content to meet 

learners' needs better and staying ahead in the competitive online learning market.  

F&S is already exploring this model, and they want to develop at least three 

courses to offer users a membership to access all courses, plus any new courses that 

F&S will develop in the future. 

5.2.5. Influencer marketing 

Leveraging Influencer Marketing can be a powerful strategy for promoting online 

courses. With 1 in 4 marketers already utilizing influencers and a substantial 72% of Gen 

Z and Millennials following influencers on social media, there is immense potential for 

Forge and Spark to tap into this trend (Consult 2019). Specifically, partnering with nano 

influencers, who typically have less than 1000 followers but possess a dedicated and 

engaged niche community, can be beneficial. 

Nano influencers are known for their exceptional engagement rates, as they have 

nurtured a loyal and closely connected following. Finding and identifying the right 

influencer can be time-consuming initially; however, in a long time, they can be much 

more effective in conversions. There are platforms such as Meltwater which can help in 

finding the right influencers. Moreover, collaborating with nano influencers proves to be 

budget-friendly, making it an attractive option for Forge and Spark. Forge and Spark can 

cultivate a devoted community around their online courses by strategically partnering 

with nano influencers, even with limited resources. 

5.2.6. Leveraging AI to save time and increase productivity 

Forge and Spark is already dabbling and experimenting with AI. One key 

observation by Forge and Spark during the creation of online courses was that it takes 

time and effort. The utilization of AI in course creation and development has the potential 

to bring about significant efficiencies. For instance, AI can be used to get content ideas, 

content creation, design and outline courses, scripts, and any other things required 

during the course design and creation. 

This chapter offered critical recommendations for Forge and Spark to thrive in the 

dynamic online learning landscape. Prioritizing learners' needs, forming strategic 
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partnerships, and utilizing video testimonials can boost course promotion and credibility. 

Implementing a subscription model expands their reach, while influencer marketing with 

nano influencers fosters community engagement. Leveraging AI technology enhances 

course creation efficiency. By adopting these strategies, Forge and Spark can ensure 

continued growth and success in the online education industry. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusion  

In an era of rapid change, the business landscape is transforming. Technological 

advancements and the internet were already revolutionizing traditional business 

practices, and the pandemic further accelerated this process. As businesses adapted to 

the online realm, new avenues for income generation emerged, prompting brands to 

explore these opportunities. 

Forge and Spark, recognizing the changing dynamics, launched ‘Better 

Messaging Better Results” and “Better Online Brand Design” online courses to leverage 

their expertise to generate passive revenue, increase F&S brand awareness, and 

transition towards product-based services.  

Regarding revenue, F&S faced challenges with “Better Messaging Better 

Results”. However, it increased brand awareness for Forge and Spark. The process of 

developing online courses is an iterative one, demanding constant adaptation and 

improvement. Drawing insights from the launch of first course “Better Messaging Better 

Results” F&S did a robust go-to-market, which is consistent and comprehensive. At the 

time of writing this report, the go-to-market plan for F&S second course “Better Online 

Brand Design” is ongoing and it is in its early stages to determine any conclusions.  

Developing online courses is iterative, demanding continuous adaptation and 

improvement. Forge and Spark's approach to their courses reflects an understanding of 

this cycle. While progress is evident, achieving success in this field is a long-term 

commitment. Establishing a distinct market presence requires patience and sustained 

effort. Beyond delivering quality content, it involves creating a unique niche that 

resonates with learners. This process of building credibility and trust takes time. The 

landscape of online education is ever-changing, demanding constant adjustment. Forge 

and Spark's dedication to adaptation aligns well with this reality. 

While F&S is moving in the right direction, building a brand in education takes persistent 

dedication and a long-term vision. Though immediate results might not be seen, 

commitment to refining their approach can pave the way for lasting success in online 

learning.  
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The purpose of this report was to document the process of launching online 

courses and its go-to-market plan. The report also offers recommendation on how to 

promote them in the future. While the recommendations are not exhaustive, they are a 

starting point for Forge and Spark to leverage and refine their approach in future 

courses. 

In conclusion, the ever-evolving business landscape presents both challenges 

and opportunities. Forge and Spark's foray into online courses demonstrates their 

adaptability and willingness to embrace these changes. By consistently improving their 

offerings and employing effective promotional strategies, Forge and Spark can position 

themselves for long-term success in the dynamic world of online education. 
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Appendix A. Active Campaign Email Marketing 
Flow of “ Better Messaging, Better Results” course  




